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DRAGONPOWER DRUM&IBC HEATING BLANKET  

In 1978, DragonPower was founded for manufactures flexible surface heating elements and 

controls / accessories for unlimited applications. Petrochemical, semiconductor, food processing, 

biotech, aviation, steel, laboratory, power generation and many other industries have found their 

solution with our heating products. 

 

A broad range of experience in solving your applications for viscosity control, condensation 

prevention, process heat, and freeze protection has allowed DragonPower to become the 

world-wide leader in flexible surface heat and heat trace applications for piping, vessels, pumps, 

valves, tanks and other objects. 

 

Construction: 

■ Fire-retarding polyester jacket, its color: silver grey/ or black for choice 

■ Needled polyester insulation (Fire-retarding) 

■ Silicone/or Teflon insulated wound resistance wire 

■ Dual power circuits for IBC, 1.5 meter power cable 

■ Adjustable quick release buckles/or Velcro® fastener 

■ Bedded with an infrared absorbing layer for better uniform temperature 

■ Digital Thermostat with timer for easy operation 

 

 

PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS: 

 

1) Integrated type 

2) Custom size and shape, wrap-around blankt design allows you to heat a tank from the outside 

to avoid contamination inside 

3) Full coverage heating and insulation, high thermal and heating efficiency 

4) Uniform heating, Speed up the flow of products like honey, molasses,  

lube oil, biofuel, etc. stored in bulk container 

5) Built-in overheat switch to prevent accidental burning of heated body 

6) Large range, high power, fast heating. 

7) High insulation performance of all material 

8) Easy to install and remove, safer and adjustable 
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POPULAR ITEM 

 

APPLICATIONS 

 

Our blanket heater, an efficient heating system for containers, is ideal for reducing the viscosity of a 

variety of chemicals including fats, oils and foodstuffs, to enable the decanting of the product into 

smaller containers or process lines. 

 

Used throughout the world by a multitude of industries from pharmaceutical to chemical, cosmetic to 

food, our blanket heater is the ideal solution for heating liquid materials stored in containers. 

 

Unlike expensive conventional ovens, the blanket heater allows the containers to be heated at its 

point of use. Or once heated the container can be moved with the blanket heater in position and still 

maintain the temperature for longer thanks to the high efficiency thermal insulation. With optional 

thermal-insulated lid, the blanket heater offers a cost effective way of heating IBC’s. 

 

 Warm bulk tank contents at required temperature 

 Viscosity control 

 Freeze protection 

 Thermal mixing 

 Temperature maintenance 

 Biofuel / Biodiesel 

  Deliver safe, uniform heat 

  Highly energy-efficient 

 Much more  

 

 

Item Product size Thickness(mm) Voltage(V):  Rated power(W) Temperature Heating area 

Tank heater customized customized 220V/110v customized ≤260℃±2℃ customized 

Drum heater  customized customized 220V/110v customized ≤260℃±2℃ customized 
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DRAGONPOWER  DRUM & IBC TANK INSULATION HEATER 

 

Equip Your Containers with DragonPower Heating Blankets Now  

Most chemicals and industrial supplies have stringent storage and temperature requirements. Cold 

temperatures can be particularly troublesome. If you store chemicals or other industrial supplies in 

large tanks, it’s difficult to find an effective heating solution. How do you keep a IBC / tote tank, full of 

chemicals, at optimal temperatures? DragonPower has the solution. Through our custom process we 

can manufacture heaters to fit any tank. Easy to install, our heaters will save you time, money, and 

hassle by preserving your sensitive products. 

Contact DragonPower now and our custom heating solutions provide maximum freeze protection for 

a wide variety of applications. Heating, insulating, thawing, and protecting fluids from harsh outdoor 

environments is our specialty. Available in multiple lengths and diameters to fit most custom 

applications. 

 

 


